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Aim & Scope

Thank you for contributing to the 2016 mechanics research day.

This is the first year that we are holding the event and we have

23 presentations from MScR/PhD students and post-doctoral re-

searchers at all stages of their research careers. Talks will cover a

diverse range of topics, from computational mechanics to experi-

mental soil mechanics, providing a snapshot of the research in the

group.

The key aim of the day is to ensure that everyone knows what is

going on in the group in terms of research and to foster discussion

and potential collaboration on common issues/techniques/solution

methods.

Please be active, but supportive, in asking questions and discussing

research in the coffee and lunch breaks.



Programme

11:00 - 11:15 coffee atrium

11:15 - 13:00 welcome & technical session 1 E240

13:00 - 14:00 lunch atrium

14:00 - 15:30 technical session 2 E240

15:30 - 16:00 coffee atrium

16:00 - 17:40 technical session 3 E240

17:40 - social event coffee bar

18:30 presentation prize announced

All presentations must use the laptop provided by the department.

Please ensure your presentation is loaded onto the laptop before

your technical session starts.

To allow time for questions and change over, presentations must be

a maximum of 8 minutes in length.



Technical sessions

Session 1, 11:15-13:00, chair: Charles Augarde

Thomas Adams Topology optimisation using level set methods and the

discontinuous Galerkin method

Dominic Charrier ADER-DG on adaptive spacetrees in ExaHyPE

Shengze Li An ’A Priori’ Model Reduction for Isogeometric Boundary

Element Method

Elenore Vissol-

Gaudin

Training a Carbon-Nanotube / Liquid Crystal Data Clas-

sifier Using Evolutionary Algorithms

Naim Mohd

Yakin

An introduction to Material Point Method

Tom Rowan Hydraulic Ram Pumps - a computational model

Jonathan Asquith ISMART: Infrastructure slopes sustainable management

and resilience assessment - unsaturated soils testing

Lei Wang Modelling installation of screw piles using the Material

Point Method



Technical sessions

Session 2, 14:00-15:30, chair: JD Asquith

Yun Bing Boundary Representation and Boundary Conditions Ap-

plication in the Material Point Method

Lei Fan Meshless Point Collocation Methods

Hamed Khaki Adaptive Hierarchical Isogeometric Boundary Element

Method for Automotive Component Design

Jaafar Albadr Efficient finite element methods for natural and mixed

convection flows in deformable domains under thermal

stresses

Konstantinos

Krestenitis

Multiscale Contact Detection using Triangles for Non-

Spherical Particle Simulations

Heather Kerr Soil amendment using water treatment residual to im-

prove ’flood holding capacity’

Michael Cortis Numerical Modelling of Seabed Ploughing using the Ma-

terial Point Method



Technical sessions

Session 3, 16:00-17:40, chair: Will Coombs

Robert Bird Discontinuous Galerkin configurational force fracture

propagation for brittle materials

Anira Hashim An Introduction to Peridynamics

Yi Sun An isogeometric boundary element method for three-

dimensional interior acoustic problems

Chuxia Huang Use of resistivity to measure deterioration of engineered

soil

Rector Mukwiri Energy dissipation in granular material under 1D com-

pression

Adam Poole Macroscopic Traffic Model Validation: Evolutionary Al-

gorithms and Gradient based approaches

Chunhui (Jenny)

Li

An agent-based model for business operations when faced

with flood disruption

Alessandra

Vincenzini

Rammed earth construction: possible ways and solutions

to improve the bonding of soil reinforced with natural

fibres



Technical session 1
abstracts



Topology optimisation using level set methods and
the discontinuous Galerkin method

Thomas Adams (PGR)

ABSTRACT

In this presentation I will discuss my work on a topology optimisation

approach which combines an adjoint-based sensitivity analysis, with level

set methods (LSM) for front propagation, and the discontinuous Galerkin

(DG) symmetric interior penalty (SIP) method.

The level set method can be used to define the internal boundaries of a

structure by defining a level set function, a function one dimension higher

than the problem domain, of which the zero level set is the problem do-

main. The optimal shape of a structure can be found by the propagation of

the internal boundary, which occurs through the evolution of the level set

function, which is governed by the solution of a Hamilton-Jacobi equation.

The advection velocity of which is defined as the topological derivative of

the objective functional, which is computed using an adjoint problem. Dur-

ing the evolution of the level set function it is required that the level set

function maintains the properties of a signed distance function. For any

given step this is unlikely to be the case and as such a number of methods

exist which reinitialise the level set function to a signed distance function.

The main novelty of the work is the use of the DGSIP method for the

spatial discretisation of all of the PDEs involved. A particular focus has

been on DG implementations of the appropriate level set reinitialisation

methods.



ADER-DG on adaptive spacetrees in ExaHyPE

Dominic Charrier (PGR)

ABSTRACT

I will shortly report on the progress we made implementing a MPI- and

shared memory parallel arbitrary derivative discontinuous Galerkin method

(ADER-DG) on adaptive spacetrees. ADER-DG is a method for discretis-

ing hyperbolic partial differential equations that is high order accurate in

both, space and time, and has the advantage against Runge-Kutta DG

methods that it only requires one communication step per time update.

The method is thus very interesting from a high performance computing

point of view where communication between compute nodes is a bottle-

neck. In this context, I will further discuss a rearranging and combining

of the original algorithmic phases of the ADER-DG scheme that tries to

realise a time step of the predictor-corrector type method within just a

single grid traversal.



An ’A Priori’ Model Reduction for Isogeometric
Boundary Element Method

Shengze Li (PGR Visitor)

ABSTRACT

The aim of this work is to provide a promising way to accelerate the struc-

tural design procedure and overcome the burden of meshing. The concept

of Isogeometric Analysis (IGA) has appeared in recent years and has be-

come a powerful means to eliminate gaps between Computer Aided Design

(CAD) and Computer Aided Engineering (CAE), giving a higher fidelity ge-

ometric description and better convergence properties of the solution. The

Boundary Element Method (BEM) with IGA offers a better, more seam-

less integration since it uses a boundary representation for the analysis.

However, the computational efficiency of IGABEM may be compromised

by the dense and unsymmetrical matrix appearing in the calculation, and

this motivates the present work. This study introduces an ‘a priori’ model

reduction method in IGABEM analysis aiming to enhance efficiency. The

problem is treated as a state evolution process. It proceeds by approximat-

ing the problem solution using the most appropriate set of approximation

functions, which depend on Karhunen-Loeve decomposition. Secondly,

the model is re-analysed using a reduced basis, using the Krylov subspaces

generated by the governing equation residual for enriching the approxima-

tion basis. Finally, the IGABEM calculation combined the model reduction

strategy is proposed, which provides accurate and fast re-solution of IGA-

BEM problems compared with the traditional BEM solution. Moreover,

the CPU time is drastically reduced. A simple numerical example illustrates

the potential of this numerical technique.



Training a Carbon-Nanotube / Liquid Crystal Data
Classifier Using Evolutionary Algorithms

Elenore Vissol-Gaudin (PGR)

ABSTRACT

Evolution-in-Materio uses evolutionary algorithms (EA) to exploit the phys-

ical properties of unconfigured, physically rich materials, in effect trans-

forming them into information processors. The potential of this tech-

nique for machine learning problems is explored here. Results are ob-

tained from a mixture of single walled carbon nanotubes and liquid crystals

(SWCNT/LC). The complex nature of the voltage/current relationship of

this material presents a potential for adaptation. Here, it is used as a

computational medium evolved by two derivative-free, population-based

stochastic search algorithms, particle swarm optimisation (PSO) and dif-

ferential evolution (DE). The computational problem considered is data

classification. A custom made electronic motherboard for interacting with

the material has been developed, which allows the application of control

signals on the material body. The evolution process based on EAs is able to

evolve the material to a state where data classification can be performed.

PSO outperforms DE in terms of result reproducibility due to smooth, as

opposed to noisy, inputs applied on the material.



An introduction to Material Point Method

Naim Mohd Yakin (PGR)

ABSTRACT

Material Point Method (MPM) is a quite new meshless discrete solution

procedure method for computational solid mechanics. MPM works by dis-

cretizing domain object to a collection of material points that used to store

the material properties of the domain, and providing a background mesh

as a temporary platform to perform the equation of motion before updat-

ing back the properties from respective nodal to corresponding material

points. MPM is the combination of Lagrangian and Eulerian description

by discretization of an object into a collection of material points and pos-

tulating the background mesh respectively. The presentation will focus

on the concept of MPM and the step to perform the explicit method of

MPM. The aim of this research is to apply explicit MPM to specific kind

of engineering problems and try to improve the method to certain types of

problems. The current topic is the fracture on impact load for a structural

component in the main structure. The topic is still being discussed and

revised for the weekly meeting. The hope is that the presentation will give

a clear understanding of the basic concept of MPM.



Hydraulic Ram Pumps - a computational model

Tom Rowan (PGR)

ABSTRACT

A Simulator of an Hydraulic Ram Pump (HRP) was created in 1-D and val-

idated against existing and new experimental data. Finite Volume Method

and Lax-Wjndroff where adapted to incorporate artificial viscosity and a

1-D approximation of the k-sigma model - to enable the simulation of the

morphological impact of HRPs. Scope exists to expand hydraulic systems

watersheds using HRPs, the simulator aims to investigate the morphologi-

cal impacts and weights the financial and ecological benefits of these novel

systems.



ISMART: Infrastructure slopes sustainable
management and resilience assessment -

unsaturated soils testing

Jonathan Asquith (RA)

ABSTRACT

The performance of the UK’s transportation networks is critically depen-

dent on the performance of the cutting and embankment slopes that make

up £20 bn of the £60 bn asset value of major highway infrastructure alone.

Many of these slopes are old and suffer high incidents of instability, which

are increasing with time.

The vision of iSMART is to link experimental work and modelling to

achieve a fundamental understanding of earthwork material and system

behaviour. This understanding can then be used to create a more reliable,

cost effective, safer and more sustainable transport network. To achieve

this, measuring material properties and monitoring behaviours is necessary

across two different scales. At field scale, probes/arrays may be used to

monitor the distribution of water, movement of the slope and the evolu-

tion of cracks. This can be matched with climate data, over a number

of years. At Durham, we have been complementing this data by running

laboratory scale tests to determine properties unobtainable in the field,

including: strength; stiffness and permeability, amongst others. In partic-

ular, Durham specialises in unsaturated soils testing.

Unsaturated soil complicates traditional testing techniques due to the

presence of both compressible air and incompressible water in the pore

spaces of soil, making changes in volume harder to gauge than with satu-

rated specimens. Additionally, the interfaces between air and water adds

strength to an unsaturated soil in the form of suctions.

A specialised double wall cell for triaxial testing allows unsaturated soil

specimens to be tested with volume change measurements, whilst deter-

mining strength and stiffness properties. While tensiometer probes, devel-

oped here at Durham, allow for the measurements of suctions. In partic-

ular, current work has been looking at the changes in strength, stiffness

and suction over cycles of wetting and drying.



Modelling installation of screw piles using the
Material Point Method

Lei Wang (RA)

ABSTRACT

Installation of screw piles results in large deformation of soil. The Ma-

terial Point Method (MPM) may successfully model this, since it avoids

the difficulty due to mesh distortion in the finite element analysis. How-

ever, in MPM the computational mesh does not align with the boundary

of the solid and this causes challenges in the application of boundary con-

ditions. A moving mesh, in which the edges of mesh always coincide with

the boundary of the deformed body, can deal with this problem. Some

examples show this approach and its advantage. In addition, to model

the contact between pile and soil, I am developing code for an interface

element with a frictional plastic constitutive law.





Technical session 2
abstracts



Boundary Representation and Boundary Conditions
Application in the Material Point Method

Yun Bing (MScR)

ABSTRACT

Finite-element method (FEM) is a well-developed method that has domi-

nated computational analysis of structures and systems for decades. Nonethe-

less, it suffers from some drawbacks; especially its inability to handle

large deformations and fractures without going through the expensive re-

meshing process and mapping of state variables. One of the alternatives

is the Material Point Method (MPM). However, unlike FEM, in which the

mesh conforms the material boundary, MPM does not provide a clear in-

terpretation of the boundary. Consequently, difficulties arise when comes

to solve boundary-value problems during MPM simulations, in particular,

applying traction and prescribed displacement boundary conditions. Some

of the few items in literature concerned with this issue provide ways to im-

prove the accuracy of applying boundary conditions, but their effectiveness

of coping with various problems and their generality has yet to be proven.

This project develops a way to represent the boundary in the MPM by

using B-spline which is used due to its high continuity and ability to be

manipulated independently from the background mesh. To be more spe-

cific, cubic B-spline interpolation technique is applied. Traction boundary

conditions can be imposed directly and Dirichlet boundary conditions are

applied through implicit boundary method.



Meshless Point Collocation Methods

Lei Fan (PGR)

ABSTRACT

The design and implementation of high efficiency meshless methods are at-

tractive goals for the numerical solution of engineering problems modelled

using partial differential equations. In this presentation, a meshless point

collocation method based on a reproducing kernel particle approximation

is introduced with its theoretical development and numerical implemen-

tation. It is considered as a truly meshless method since no background

mesh and no integration are required. However, the method still suffers

from some challenges such as a heavy calculation burden of higher-order

derivatives of the shape function and in the imposition of boundary con-

ditions. Applying this meshless point collocation method to geometrically

non-linear elastic problems remains a challenging topic in computational

solid mechanics. This forms part of a PhD project which will comprise

two major parts: firstly an investigation into the theory of strong form

collocation methods, and secondly an innovative numerical framework for

geometrically non-linear elastic modelling using this meshless point collo-

cation method based on the reproducing kernel particle method.



Adaptive Hierarchical Isogeometric Boundary
Element Method for Automotive Component

Design

Hamed Khaki (PGR)

ABSTRACT

Isogeometric methods have gained increasing interest in numerical sim-

ulation and more recently have been applied within a BEM context for

elastostatic analysis. There are many exciting prospects both from an

engineering and mathematical standpoint from the promise of reduced

costs and run times alongside higher accuracies and continuity level, ef-

ficient refinement and attractive convergence properties. The direction

of this research is to study direct design to analysis by the Isogeometric

Boundary Element Method for 3D models with emphasis on the concep-

tual design process of automotive components. Existing CAD models,

especially those typically used in automotive engineering, are almost all

NURBS (Non Uniform Rational B-Spline) based, facilitating the use of

an isogeometric formulation. Although T-splines possess some attractive

features, we focus on NURBS for this reason. On the other hand, for

purposes of adaptivity, local refinement of splines is a key issue due to

the tensor product structure which makes it difficult to obtain finer grids

without propagation of the refinement. Accordingly, for a general local

refinement approach it is vital that it can handle and inherit any given de-

gree of continuity. In this work, we investigate hierarchical B-spline spaces

that are able to meet this requirement.

In this presentation, I will present an adaptive hierarchical scheme for re-

finement of simple geometries under traction boundary condition prior to

developing the method for more complex geometries, more mature error

estimation and local refinement. Future work can also extend this ap-

proach to trimmed NURBS surfaces.



Efficient finite element methods for natural and
mixed convection flows in deformable domains

under thermal stresses

Jaafar Albadr (PGR)

ABSTRACT

We develop an efficient class of finite element methods for modelling de-

formation of domains in natural and mixed convection flows. At high

temperatures thermal stresses on the solid enclosures are expected to gen-

erate deformations on the domain confining the fluid flows which alter the

flow structures. The aim of this study is to develop a consistent model

for coupling convective flow, heat transfer and solid deformation in dif-

ferent enclosures. Coupling conditions at the interface between solid and

fluid domains are also investigated in this study. Two types of flows are

considered in our work using the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations

for the first type and the Darcy equations for the second type. Linear

elastodyanmics is used for the deformation of solids in our models. As a

numerical solver we develop an efficient finite element method based on

Galerkin-characteristic techniques in which same meshes are used for both

fluid and solid domains. To speed up the numerical solvers we opt for

two procedures: (i) mesh adaptation using a criteria based on the gradi-

ent of thermal stresses to refine the meshes and (ii) enrichment of basis

functions using a series of heaviside and exponential functions in our finite

element solutions. The performance of the proposed models and methods

is examined and validated using several benchmark problems in natural and

mixed convection flows.



Multiscale Contact Detection using Triangles for
Non-Spherical Particle Simulations

Konstantinos Krestenitis (PGR)

ABSTRACT

We present a novel DEM (discrete element method) code with explicit time

stepping. DEM codes simulate billions of small particles that interact with

each other primarily through collisions. Different to state-of-the-art codes,

we rely on triangulated non-spherical particles. This is computationally

demanding, and we thus devise an asynchronous data exchange communi-

cation technique using MPI (Message Passing Interface) on manycore su-

percomputers, we discuss possible solutions to handle ghost particles that

overlap multiple subdomains. At the compute node level, shared memory

parallelism as well as vectorised SIMD executions are studied. On the al-

gorithmic side, we explore a hybrid parallelisation approach and memory

layouts that are suited to combine robust exact geometry checks with a

fast penalty-based method.



Soil amendment using water treatment residual to
improve ’flood holding capacity’

Heather Kerr (PGR)

ABSTRACT

Currently measures to determine how soils respond to water are limited to

single parameters such as field capacity or water holding capacity (WHC).

However the term WHC is insufficient as a measurement to describe how

soil responds to flooding events. This paper aims present a novel method

for WHC testing that also incorporates the volume change, shear strength,

erosional resistance and hydraulic conductivity of the soil under saturated

conditions. The qualitative combination of these parameters will be used

to outline a soils ability to withstand flooding, or its flood holding capacity.

Data from recent testing that uses both compost and recycled minerals

from the treatment of drinking water to amend soil to improve its flood

holding capacity (FHC) is presented in this paper to highlight the short-

comings of using WHC alone. At this stage of research the idea of flood

holding capacity is only conceptual, however the premise of flood holding

capacity is examined using this experimental data.



Numerical Modelling of Seabed Ploughing using
the Material Point Method

Michael Cortis (RA)

ABSTRACT

Numerical modelling in the offshore industry is rapidly gaining popularity,

where projects such as seabed ploughing can be more economic predictabil-

ity, and with the possibility to improve the machineries and techniques used

in such projects. This project brings together experimental and numerical

researcher, along with contractors, geotechnical engineers and machinery

manufacturers to create a numerical tool able to model seabed ploughing,

forming trenches to lay cables and pipes for the offshore industry. The

Material Point Method (MPM) was chosen as the most suited numerical

technique to model large deformation in geotechincal problems. In this

semi-meshless method, the continua is represented by a set of material

points with associated weights, while the constitutive equations are solved

on a structured background grid. Once a solution is obtained and the grid

deforms, the material points are updated and the grid reset to its orig-

inal configuration after every load step. A numerical challenge in MPM

was to impose non-conforming boundary conditions to the background

grid. By using Implicit Boundary Method a methodology was developed to

impose inclined fixed and roller Dirichlet boundary conditions to the grid

cells. This method was benchmarked against analytical and well-defined

2D FE solutions. This works is now being expanded to 3D, followed by

the implementation of plasticity models in MPM that can represent sands

such as HST-95 sand used in the experimental part conducted at Dundee

University.



Technical session 3
abstracts



Discontinuous Galerkin configurational force
fracture propagation for brittle materials

Robert Bird (PGR)

ABSTRACT

This paper presents a quasi-static configurational force (CF) brittle frac-

ture propagation method, using the discontinuous Galerkin (dG) symmet-

ric interior penalty (SIP) method. The method is derived from the second

law of thermodynamics with consideration of the Griffith fracture criterion.

The criterion is evaluated by finding the difference between the power ap-

plied to the domain and the rate of internal energy change at every point

in the domain. If a node within the element mesh satisfies the criterion, a

crack will propagate in the CF direction. Around the crack tip the advan-

tage of element specific degrees of freedom in dG methods enables simple

p-adaptivity to determine the CF in the spatial domain. In the material

domain r-adaptivity is implemented, where the CF direction is used to align

element edges, which are then split to propagate the crack



An Introduction to Peridynamics

Anira Hashim (PGR)

ABSTRACT

Peridynamics is a non-local continuum theory introduced in an attempt

to deal with material failure. Basically, the theory of peridynamics is a

reformulation of solid mechanics equation of motion and the advantages

is obvious as it uses spatial integral equation rather than partial differential

equation to be applied to discontinuities. This presentation will concen-

trate on introduction of peridynamics method and a non-ordinary state

based peridynamics basic formulation. Based on findings from the litera-

ture and work so far, future work aim will be crack initiation and growth

prediction in concrete using peridynamics method.



An isogeometric boundary element method for
three-dimensional interior acoustic problems

Yi Sun (PGR Visitor)

ABSTRACT

The non-uniform rational B-splines(NURBS), which commonly describe

the bounding curve or surface of geometries, are seen as the industry

standard with implementation in several commercial software packages.

By using NURBS, the Computer Aided Design(CAD) and Computer Aided

Engineering (CAE) are integrated without recourse to geometry clean-up

or mesh generation. The isogeometric boundary element method (IGA-

BEM), which uses NURBS as the basis for analysis, has progressed rapidly

in recent years. The key idea of IGA is to use the data provided by CAD

models directly rather than converting it through a preprocessing rou-

tine into a form suitable for analysis. Hence, this method brings great

benefits both in efficiency and accuracy, which is apparent particularly for

large, complex geometries. In this work, an isogeometric boundary element

method is used to find solutions to 3D low-frequency acoustic problems

governed by the Helmholtz equation. Besides, particular attention is paid

towards the differences over conventional boundary element method.



Use of resistivity to measure deterioration of
engineered soil

Chuxia Huang (PGR)

ABSTRACT

A large amount of the UK transport networks is built on engineered slopes.

Slope instability can cause serious financial and socio economic impacts.

Water content fluctuation and seasonal swelling- shrinking behaviour caused

by climate change are expected to induce deterioration in soil strength and

soil water retention characteristics, especially in clay fills. Deterioration

of these soil material properties will reduce slope stability. Conventional

monitoring of slope stability involves surface investigation or using point

sensors, which is time consuming and only samples a limited volume of

slope material. Geophysical techniques (such as resistivity methods) are

considered as a better way to provide spatial information of these poten-

tially unstable slopes. Therefore, it is essential to gain a comprehensive

understanding of the relationships between electrical resistivity, water con-

tent, suction and shear strength. To achieve this aim, a study is to be

conducted consisting of three parts: a mini lysimeter experiment to es-

tablish geophysical/hydraulic property inter-relationships over successive

wetting and drying cycles whilst also comparing available instrumentation

systems; an investigation on the interrelationships between electrical re-

sistivity, moisture content, suction and shear strength through laboratory

triaxial measurements; and observation of cracking using resistivity method

in a lysimeter.



Energy dissipation in granular material under 1D
compression

Rector Mukwiri (PGR)

ABSTRACT

In recent years it has been shown that the micro-mechanics of one-dimensional

normal compression of sands can be modelled in three-dimensions within

the discrete element method. The compression is displacement driven such

that the top platen of the enclosing sample case is allowed to move at a

constant or variable velocity. The test has been used to investigate sand

behaviour such as compressibility and the evolution of the particle size dis-

tribution when particle crushing is permitted. This paper focuses on the

findings related to energy dissipation under one-dimensional compression

without particle crushing using the LIGGGHTS open source software. En-

ergy tracing is done throughout the simulations by applying the energy

conservation principle at every time step. This allows the evolution of

energy dissipation to be determined. The relationship between energy dis-

sipation and particle size distribution was investigated and is discussed in

this paper. Understanding the relationship between grain scale properties

and energy dissipation will help in the formulation of a constitutive rela-

tionship based on a hyperplasticity framework. This could potentially lead

to a shift in the way that continuum constitutive models are formulated,

with numerical models truly being based on the constituents that they

represent.



Macroscopic Traffic Model Validation: Evolutionary
Algorithms and Gradient based approaches

Adam Poole (PGR)

ABSTRACT

Macroscopic traffic models provide an efficient method to model large traf-

fic flows. This is done by assuming that the traffic flow is homogeneous

across all lanes and treating the traffic flow as compressible fluid, remov-

ing the need to model individual vehicles. Thoroughly validated models are

necessary for both system design and evaluation purposes. Macroscopic

models contain parameters that define the highway properties. This is the

fundamental diagram, a function defining the relationship between traffic

flow and density. Typically the determination of homogeneous highway

sections and bottlenecks is done prior to calibration, and the calibration

performed on a known configuration of fundamental diagrams. A powerful

optimisation problem formulation is developed which not only identifies a

set of parameters, but also automatically determines the number of dif-

ferent fundamental diagrams to be used and their corresponding spatial

extension over the road network. As a result, one of the initial steps

of the validation process which rests on expert engineering opinion can

be omitted and be assigned to the optimisation process. This method is

applied to various real world sites and models of different orders. Past

calibration methods have been limited to non-gradient methods. The rea-

son for this is due to the properties of these models; non-linear hyperbolic

PDEs. Here a method is presented to obtain the model Jacobian through

the application of Automatic Differentiation (AD), this allows the use of

the gradient based optimisers and also provides interesting sensitivity infor-

mation about the underlying model. The results obtained using a gradient

based optimiser, resilient back-propagation (RPROP), outperform those

obtained via a selection of Particle Swarm Optimizations (PSOs).



An agent-based model for business operations when
faced with flood disruption

Chunhui (Jenny) Li (RA)

ABSTRACT

Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) constitute a major component of

the economy of the United Kingdom, accounting for 99.9% of all private

sector businesses and approximately 60% of annual turnover. However,

SMEs can suffer significant financial losses as a consequence of a disruption

to business operations, such as a flood event, due to their limited resources

and lack of organizational plans. Agent-based modelling is recognised as

one approach to enable complex problems in business and social science

to be studied. SMEs’ preparedness and response to disruptive events are

complex and interactive processes. Hence, agent-based modelling is an

appropriate approach to study these processes and identify any emerging

phenomena. With the aim of providing guidance for SMEs regarding how

to better prepare and respond to the challenges faced when flooding occurs

in the future, an agent-based model (ABM) has been developed to sim-

ulate SMEs’ existing and potential behaviours prior to, during and in the

short-term aftermath of a flood event. Different strategies for preparation

have been designed and evaluated via simulation using the ABM aimed at

understanding the resilience of SMEs at organizational level as well as the

SME community as a whole.



Rammed earth construction: possible ways and
solutions to improve the bonding of soil reinforced

with natural fibres

Alessandra Vincenzini (PGR Visitor)

ABSTRACT

Sustainable materials have been used throughout the centuries, but the

environmental building technology, which has come out of current environ-

mental restraints, has set the revival of old environment friendly materials.

Rammed earth is probably the single lowest environmental impact building

system readily and commercially available today for solid masonry build-

ings. Compared with industrial building materials like concrete, earth ma-

terial requires approximately 99% less energy in the production process.

The significance of this material in the history of architecture is notable.

Traditional building methods have employed the use of natural materials

in the past. Now, these materials and technologies, through study and

experiment, are being reinvented, for efficient sustainable low impact use.

In order to improve the low tensile strength and the brittle behaviour typi-

cal of rammed earth construction, fibre stabilisation represents a valuable

practice. It was widely used in heritage construction, and today it is the

subject of research for future construction. To increase the amount of

information concerning the physical and mechanical behaviour of these re-

inforced materials several research programmes must be conducted. Nat-

ural fibres offer an attractive alternative to many synthetic materials; they

are in harmony with the environmentally friendly purpose of rammed earth

materials and they are available in abundance in a lot of tropical and sub-

tropical regions. Research in this area has until now been focused on

understanding the fibre-soil composite as a whole, with no consideration

to the interface between fibre and rammed earth. However, previous stud-

ies have shown that the interfacial mechanical interaction between the

reinforcement and soil matrix is a key factor in controlling the engineering

properties of reinforced soil. How can we improving the bonding of fibrous

materials in rammed earth? Which treatments and additives are able to

work? These are the questions that guide my research work.


